
Outsourced Content 

We developed the Dragon Coworking brand presence by creating a variety of

graphic design templates to use across each platform and built a powerful

organic audience with Dragon’s target customers, key people in the community

and local influencers. This has shown to be successful through the enquiries

generated and the amount of average engagement accumulated per post

across each platform. 

 

Advertising Services

We promoted the Dragon Coworking services by creating promotional content

such as photoshoots and professional videos of the space. For the launch of the

new ‘Dragon Temple’ space, we generated 4,979 impressions, 1,682 reach and

433 engagement on one video posted across all three platforms organically. 

 

Daily and Engaging Content plus Event Coverage

We also regularly share daily updates from the space (which audiences enjoy),

provide live social media coverage for Dragon events and emphasise the

benefits of working at Dragon with targeted content. This includes featuring

the Dragon Coworking dogs, tea and coffee facilities, and the easy commute

links close to the space.

 

Growth on Accounts

Over the course of social media management, we have dramatically increased

the followers on the accounts. On Facebook, we saw an 8772.73% increase in

page likes, from 11 likes to 976 (+965). On Instagram, an increase of 209.09%,

from 396 to 1224 followers (+828) and 29.61% on Twitter, 

from 2327 to 3016 (+689). 

 

Engagement Session Strategy

The Twitter account presented an issue at the beginning of the management

since the majority of the profiles Dragon Coworking was following were

irrelevant to brand. Therefore we unfollowed profiles such as American

accounts, big celebrities and users who were not the target customer and have

since followed Dragon’s target audience. Since the transition, we have seen a

significant increase in engagement from Roland’s target audience and local

community, plus a rise in organic leads. 

 

This has all been achieved with organic social media management. 
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